Autumn Term 2021 – Year Four
Extreme Earth
Geography

This term, the children will learn about the wilder side of the world exploring the Earth's
greatest natural disasters and extreme weather phenomena, from raging tropical storms to
violent erupting volcanoes to terrifying towering tsunamis. This topic will cover the key aspects of
physical geography that children need to understand and describe in key stage 2. Children gain a
thorough knowledge of volcanoes, earthquakes, climate zones and biomes by applying knowledge
gained from research to practical tasks.
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Art and Design Technology
Science

This term we will explore “Angry Earth” inspired by
Margaret Godfrey. We will also be finding out about

In the Science topic Rocks, Fossils and Soils, the

‘Street Art’ through artists such as Camille Walala and
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Banksy before creating our own digital art.
In Design Technology, the challenge is to design, make
and evaluate a safety light/torch with an electrical
system and a switch. Children will be testing their ideas
and applying their scientific knowledge.

world below ground. Becoming rock stars and
detectives, they will discover how different rocks
were made by Planet Earth and their different
properties, as well as learn how fossils are made and
how important soil is to life on our planet!

Computing
We will be developing our computer programming
skills with the Micro:bit and writing algorithms. We
will also be creating digital artwork linked to our
‘street art’.

Mathematics
This term we will focus on place value, addition and
subtraction, multiplication and division, measurement,
money and shape. Children are expected to complete one
section of their Mental Maths homework book each week.
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and we’ll be asking thePSHE/RSE
big question: What is
Cyberbullying?
Children will explore the human side of natural
disasters, climate change and what happens when
people are hit by drought and famine.
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a natural disaster hits,
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why people in developing countries need global
support, and how humans are contributing to climate
change (and what they can do to help).
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Volume
Understanding cube numbers. Estimating the volume of
solids. Connecting the volume of solids with the volume of
liquids and gasses
Problem solving with whole numbers and decimals

